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“If nothing else, it's evidence that the digital age has opened up new ways to work through
grief.”
-Neil Genzlinger, New York Times
“Make no mistake: This ﬁlm is a tear-jerker, taking an inImate look at one family's heartbreak
and how their art moves people.”
-Noel Murray, Los Angeles Times
“Unimaginably inImate.”
—Simon Parkin, The New Yorker
“Touching, funny . . . strangely existenIal.”
—Jus$n Lowe, The Hollywood Reporter
“Powerful. . . . fascinaIng. . . . a remarkable window into universal challenges through a disInctly
21st Century ﬁlter.”
—Eric Kohn, Indiewire
“Profoundly moving . . . [this] remarkable ﬁlm accomplishes the impossible: It avoids easy
senImentality.”
—Anthony Kaufman, Indiewire
“A documentary that works as both an emoIonal portrait of a slow-moIon family tragedy and a
slippery inquiry into the therapeuIc properIes of making art.”
-Jus$n Chang, Variety
“Thank You for Playing transforms a father's confession into a revealing work of art.”
-Simon Abrams, Village Voice
“It is the most important videogame movie ever made.”
—Alec Kubas-Meyer, Unwinnable
“A beauIful, tragic aWempt to press pause. . . . the most memorable documentary about video
game producIon ever made.”
—Sam Machkovech, Ars Technica
“[The ﬁlm] captures an arIst’s compulsion to create a meaningful aestheIc work construed out
of the joy and ruin of his own life.”
—Jagger Gravning, Motherboard

“An excepIonal achievement. . . . an unprecedented and fascinaIng fusion between the forms.”
—Dominic Barlow, Four Three Film
“Elegant, heart-wrenching.”
—Chad Sapieha, NaAonal Post
“A complex meditaIon on nonﬁcIon art.”
—Daniel Walber, Nonﬁcs/Film School Rejects
“Vitally important. . . . As an exploraIon of the human spirit, this ﬁlm is indispensable.”
—Nathanael C. Hood, Screen Comment
“Truly important and though[ully cra\ed.”
—Melissa Hanson, Reel News Daily
“An intelligent, brave and authenIc meditaIon on grief and the arIsIc process.”
—Mahmud El Shafey, The Upcoming
“This is an extraordinary documentary ﬁlled with humanity, honesty, creaIvity, and unforced
senImentality that takes on one of our deepest collecIve fears – mortality – in the simplest and
most profound of contexts: family.”
-Daniel S$dham, CutPrintFilm
“The emoIonal core is so raw. . . it’s impossible not to be moved if you have a heart. . . . it’s
honest ﬁlmmaking.”
-Eric Weiss, Dork Shelf

